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Abstract: The paper analyses the emergence of legal provisions in international law that can neither be categorised as hard law or soft law, but contain elements of both. It identifies such provisions as 'hybrid norms.' The paper examines common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDRs) for financial and technical assistance under the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, and argues that the implementation of State responsibilities for assistance through a heterarchical implementation network, involving the cooperation between State and transnational actors, hybridises the international legal framework. While hybridisation is a productive response to the challenge of regulating global risks, it also puts pressure on the adoption of enforcement mechanisms and problematises the communicative role of international law. The paper preliminarily maps out three responses to the challenges of hybridisation: a conservative response, a contractual one, and an administrative response.

INTRODUCTION

International lawyers widely agree that the description of international law as 'the body of binding norms freely entered into between sovereign States’ short-changes their field of expertise by some considerable amount. International law is undergoing a transformation affecting both constituent parts of its essence: the role of States as sole authors of international norms, and the binding nature of norms. The first development is spurred by the emergence of ‘decentred’ forms of international law and regulation, which are no longer the exclusive province of States but in which an assortment of international, regional and local, public and
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private bodies increasingly assume legislative functions.\textsuperscript{2} The second development refers to the growing presence within the landscape of international policy of a teeming variety of aspirational, coordinating or facilitating instruments that only partially correspond to the ideal type of the binding norm enforceable through coercion.\textsuperscript{3} Together, these developments are pushing the study of international law in new and challenging directions.

This article contributes to the literature on the transformation of international law by defining and discussing `hybrid norms,' a new category of international norm that is situated between our conventional conceptions of `hard law' and `soft law.' The article will show that hybrid norms are a productive response to the challenge of establishing legal duties to tackle complex global problems. At the same time however, hybrid norms put pressures on the effectiveness and legitimacy of international treaty regimes, which need to be explored and addressed. This article takes a first step in the direction of analyzing and responding to the hybridization of international treaty law. Thus, the article illustrates that the transformation of international law is not only happening through the development of decentered instruments alongside traditional treaty instruments, or through the adoption of soft legal instruments complementing and supporting the body of `hard international law,' but is also occurring within the core of international treaty law itself.

**THE EMERGENCE OF HYBRID LAW**

In the international law context, `hard law' is conventionally understood to refer to norms that States recognize as binding. To be binding, norms require precision, or at least the potential of precision, and delegation of authority for interpretation and implementation.\textsuperscript{4} The binding nature of the norm justifies its enforceability, if necessary through coercion. `Hard international law' has always been a challenging notion, chiefly because States have limited means of coercing each other.


Nevertheless, when we consider, for instance, the European Convention on Human Rights, we are clearly dealing with an international legal instrument that the signatory States understand and recognize as binding. State compliance with human rights provisions is mandatory and is policed by an independent authority, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). Even if it remains difficult effectively to coerce member countries to abide by ECtHR rulings, the rulings constitute a means of holding States formally accountable for failing to respect international legal norms. These elements rightly qualify the European Convention as hard law.

The features of hard law have been thrown into sharp relief by the proliferation of a body of international norms that does not respond to the dictates of hard law. ‘Soft law’ comprises guidelines, recommendations, coordinating measures and other instruments that are not formally binding but nonetheless normative. Soft law can be a precursor to the adoption of a binding instrument, as in the case of the London Guidelines that constituted the trial basis for the later Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade. Often, soft law instruments give support and direction on the implementation of binding commitments. Thus, the Bonn Guidelines inform the access and benefit sharing provisions in the framework of the Biodiversity Convention. Other times, the term refers to instruments of self-regulation drawn up by private actors that voluntarily commit to respect mutually agreed terms, or that develop a blueprint for regulation for the instruction of others.

The hard law / soft law distinction has energized the analysis of international law in its richness and diversity. Moreover, understanding the relative pros and cons of soft and hard law options has given policy makers a broader and potentially more effective arsenal of tools to pursue international policy objectives. What the distinction fails to capture, however, is an emerging category of norm that is ‘hard’ by intent, but ‘soft’ by execution. These are, to coin an expression, hybrid norms. In international law, a hybrid norm is a prescription to which States formally commit, but for which they cannot effectively be held accountable. This is because responsibility for the implementation of the hybrid norm does not fall on States individually, but is shouldered by a network of State and non-State actors.

The distinction of hybrid norms from both hard law and soft law is important because hybrid norms create a number of challenges that the other groups do not.
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This article identifies two challenges: the pressure hybrid norms put on the adoption of enforcement mechanisms, and their potentially detrimental effect on the public communicative function of international law. I will illustrate these challenges and discuss three possible responses; a conservative response, a deregulatory response; and an administrative response. Each opens up a host of opportunities and challenges for the future of international law.

The field of analysis for the present exploration of hybrid norms is international environmental law. Specifically, the hybrid norms under review are a category of common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDRs). Differentiation has become a standard feature of international environmental law and, increasingly, differentiation is accomplished through the adoption of norms that display hybrid characteristics. The analysis below starts with a short review of the role and impact of CBDRs in international environmental law, which is important to gauge the relevance of differentiation in this area. It then reviews differentiation in the framework of one of the key multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) of the post-1992 era; the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Stockholm Convention or POPs Convention). An analysis of the varied forms of differentiation in the Convention will serve to illustrate that the most important category of CBDRs, the one relating to technical and financial contributions, consists of hybrid norms. The article will then open a discussion on the challenges that hybrid CBDRs pose to the integrity of the Stockholm Convention, and explore ways of addressing these challenges.

The discussion is, obviously, relevant for the future of the Stockholm Convention, as well as for other existing and future MEAs that contain similar provisions, but its potential impact goes beyond international environmental law. Processes of globalization lead to the multiplication of what we could call 'global policy challenges;' problems that thematically primarily fall under the mandate of States (such as environmental protection, health and safety, financial security), but which depend not only on multi-State but also on multi-actor cooperation for an effective response. These areas, ranging from climate change to international security, are a fertile ground for hybrid norms to flourish.

**DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT IN INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW**

Common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDRs), or differential treatment, refer to ‘the use of norms that provide different, presumably more advantageous, treatment to some States.’ They are a constitutive part of the sustainable
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Development discourse, which has been the leitmotiv of global environmental policy since the publication of the Brundtland Report in 1987 and the adoption of the Rio Declaration five years later. Sustainable development, we recall, revolves around the premise that environmental protection and development -- whether of an economic or social nature -- can and should go hand-in-hand. Environmental protection ought not to be conceived as a limit to growth, but as a condition of sustainable growth. Sustainable development pursues an agenda of intergenerational equity, in that the needs of the present should be met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, and one of intra-generational equity, meaning that global initiatives should respond to affluent regions’ interest in environmental protection and to poor regions’ need for development and poverty eradication.

Differential conditions within MEAs are a direct implementation of sustainable development’s intra-generational equity agenda. CBDRs reflect an awareness that the formal equality bestowed on states in international law by virtue of their freedom to decide whether to sign or abstain from treaty participation is insensitive to global political and economic realities that easily reduce this freedom to a dismal choice between accepting either onerous international responsibilities or global marginalization. Moreover, in the field of environmental law and policy, additional factors are at play. Many of today’s richest States went through great surges in economic development in a period when the negative environmental effects of industrialization were hardly considered, let alone controlled. Arguably, ‘early developers’ such as the UK and the USA have already reaped the benefits of their past environmentally irresponsible behaviour. The comparative economic advantage achieved through early, unfettered industrialization now puts these same countries in a position to dictate the terms of development for other countries, terms which are a lot more constraining than the ones that framed their own economic development. On a related but different note, developed countries tend to be disproportionately responsible for contemporary global environmental problems. Developed societies consume more, create more
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waste, put more greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, and are overwhelmingly responsible for historic contamination as well as for the creation of new risks, such as nuclear power in the ‘40s, genetic modification in the ‘80s, and nanotechnology in the ‘90s. One might therefore conclude that they should bear a greater responsibility for the control of global environmental problems.

As a mechanism to address the inequalities and resulting unfairness within international law-making, differentiation can draw a wider array of states, representing a broader range of different interests, capacities and national policy priorities, to the negotiation table, thus stimulating the development of binding international instruments. Most obviously, the inclusion of CBDRs can relieve the concerns of developing countries over having to meet excessively ambitious environmental targets, for instance, by allowing them longer transition periods for implementation and enforcement, by promising some contracting States flexibility in enforcement, or by enshrining additional commitments to financial and technical assistance on the part of developed countries. The benefits of CBDRs for developed countries are perhaps less obvious, but can be just as significant. The effectiveness of environmental regimes usually hinges on broad-based international support. The Biodiversity Convention, for example, would be fatally crippled if it were not undersigned by the majority of the world’s megadiverse countries, many of which are located in the developing world. Moreover, for reform-seeking States the incorporation of CBDRs in environmental agreements might be a way to stave off the adoption of lowest common denominator standards. A connected advantage of CBDRs relates to their potential impact on the compliance pull of international treaties. Agreements that are perceived as fair, it is argued, elicit a greater willingness to comply on the part of the contracting States. Also, CBDRs tend to shift a larger proportion of compliance obligations towards those parties that are better equipped to meet them. However, as will be shown later, when CBDRs assume a hybrid form their positive impact on willingness to comply may be neutralized, or even reversed.
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From hazardous waste to climate change, all modern instruments of international environmental law contain some form of differentiation,\textsuperscript{28} making CBDRs a defining feature of international environmental law.\textsuperscript{29} This does not mean they are universally supported; discussions on the merits of differentiation,\textsuperscript{30} and on the appropriate normative basis on which to determine State responsibility in a differentiated framework, are ongoing. For instance, States tend to have sharply different views on whether the fundamental justification for differentiation relates to relative wealth, responsibility for historical pollution, differing levels of risk aversion; sensitivity to global environmental harm, or any other ground. It is unnecessary to enter into the details of this debate, which have been thoroughly analyzed by others.\textsuperscript{31} However, we will revisit the lack of consensus on the right basis for allocating differentiated responsibilities in the context of the first, conservative, response to hybridization.

**DIFFERENTIATION IN THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION**

The 2001 Stockholm Convention,\textsuperscript{32} which entered into force on 17 May 2004, targets the elimination or restriction of twelve pollutants (POPs) through the establishment of a cradle-to-grave approach to risk control. The Convention requires participating countries to eliminate deliberate POPs production and reduce as far as possible unintentional POPs emissions, to refrain from international trade in POPs for purposes other than environmentally sound disposal, to ban the use of POPs (mostly in industrial production and agriculture), and to adopt national measures for dealing with stockpiles and POPs waste in an environmentally responsible manner. The Convention additionally sets out obligations of information provision and awareness raising, calls for States to develop national implementation plans and periodic reports to be submitted to the Convention Secretariat, and lays down a procedure for adding additional POPs to its roster. It is generally considered a modern and successful treaty with a good likelihood of effectiveness.\textsuperscript{33} It advocates a precautionary approach,\textsuperscript{34} has a clearly circumscribed mission, enjoys widespread support from State and non-State
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actors, and is backed up by an ever expanding set of guidelines and supporting documents to foster member State implementation. And it contains common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDRs), to which we now direct our attention.

The Stockholm Convention was a fertile soil for the negotiation of CBDRs. The Convention is a spiritual child of the Rio Summit, which was the venue of the formal recognition of CBDR as one of the guiding principles for the development of international environmental regimes. Chapter 19 of Agenda 21, UNCED’s programme for action for the implementation of the Rio principles, calls for actions furthering the environmentally sound management of toxic chemicals, including the phasing out or banning of chemicals that pose an unreasonable and otherwise unmanageable risk to the environment and those that are toxic, persistent and bio-accumulate. Together with the Rotterdam Convention, the Stockholm Convention constitutes the key legal implementation to Chapter 19.

Additional factors characterizing the field of international chemical risk regulation strengthen the case for the differentiation of commitments within the Convention. With the exception of India (for DDT), the production of all twelve POPs that are currently covered by the Convention took place exclusively in developed countries. Arguably, the developed world is therefore disproportionately responsible for the health and environmental risks posed by POPs. According to some, this means developed countries should bear the lion’s share of global risk reduction obligations. Under undifferentiated conditions, the POPs Convention would end up doing exactly the opposite and require a far greater effort on the part of developing countries. In most developed countries, such as the Member States of the European Union (EU), the production and use of the 12 regulated POPs has long ceased. For the EU, meeting the substantive standards of the Stockholm Convention called for relatively minor changes to the existing regulatory framework; the legal changes amounted to a consolidation rather than a reform exercise.

Other arguments invoked to justify differentiation within the context of the Stockholm Convention relate to past prejudicial trading tactics. Until recently, much of the trade in POPs between the developed and developing world
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amounted to a thinly veiled case of environmental dumping. When tighter regulation in the home state threatened the marketability of hazardous chemicals domestically, manufacturers would try to offload existing stock on developing countries that had fewer, or less rigorously enforced regulatory restrictions. Similarly, when holders of toxic waste were confronted with a choice between paying for expensive, highly regulated waste treatment at home, and shipping the waste to another country at a much reduced price (but, obviously, without any guarantees of environmentally responsible disposal), the latter option often won out. Marco Olsen relates that, in 1988, Guinea-Bissau, which then had a GDP of US$ 150 million, was offered a contract worth US$ 600 million to allow 15 million tonnes of toxic waste to be imported into their country from European and American waste brokers over a period of five years. The waste brokers benefited enormously from this transaction, as it was much cheaper to export the waste than dispose of it domestically. It is also easy to see how, from Guinea-Bissaus’ point of view, this was an offer it could not afford to refuse. Thus, industrialized countries could capitalize on the dire economic circumstances in which developing countries found themselves, forcing the latter to prioritize immediate economic relief over future health and environmental threats. The fact that developing countries tended to be far less informed about the risks associated with POPs, and therefore not in a position fully to evaluate the pros and cons of introducing POPs into their farming and industrial processes or of accepting POPs waste, makes these transactions particularly pernicious.

Finally, an important, perhaps even dominant, consideration in explaining the level of differentiation within the Stockholm Convention relates to the global nature of the health and environmental threats posed by POPs. As the name suggests, the chemicals are persistent, meaning that it takes over 100 years for half of the substance to be degraded. The use of, for instance, heptachlor in agriculture in the seventies continues to have an ecological impact today. Moreover, POPs are great travellers; the pollutants in a toxic waste dump in Liberia could end up contaminating the shores off the Baltic coast. We regularly hear reports about traces of persistent pollutants being found in the breast milk of Inuit mothers, even though no POPs are produced or processed anywhere near the Arctic region. Since POPs migrate, developed countries can and do suffer negative health and environmental consequences from the use and disposal of POPs in the developing world, and this obviously creates a strong incentive for the rich to keep the poor around the negotiating table, if necessary by the prospect
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of preferential treatment.\textsuperscript{46} In fact, throughout the Stockholm negotiation process, it went unchallenged that POPs were of greater concern to developed than to developing countries. Hence, there was a broad agreement among developed and developing countries on the need for CBDRs.\textsuperscript{47} However, States did not all see eye to eye on the varieties and extent of differentiation required. Circumstances characterized by an agreement in principle to be bound, but disagreement on the extent of commitment required, are particularly conducive to hybridization.

The 2001 Stockholm Convention confirms its commitment to CBDRs squarely in the preambles, which refer to Principle 7 of the Rio Declaration and assert that the contracting States take into account ‘the circumstances and particular requirements of developing countries, in particular the least developed among them, and countries with economies in transition, especially the need to strengthen their national capabilities for the management of chemicals, including through the transfer of technology, the provision of financial and technical assistance and the promotion of cooperation among the Parties.’

Differentiation in the actual treaty provisions occurs in a variety of guises. We discern a weak form of differentiation in some of Stockholm’s risk reduction norms, which are universally worded and apply across-the-board, but materially affect developed and developing countries in significantly different ways.\textsuperscript{48} For example, Article 3 requires participating countries to take all measures necessary to eliminate releases from the intentional production and uses of POPs. Production and use of DDT can continue for the purposes of disease vector control, but is prohibited for any other purpose. The POPs regime further foresees the possibility for member countries to apply for exemptions from the ban, for instance, to continue using DDT for other purposes than disease vector control. While neutrally worded, it is clear that the allowances regarding DDT and the exemption regime will be much more practically relevant for developing than developed states. The overwhelming majority of countries that intend to continue using DDT are developing or in transition.\textsuperscript{49}

A second form of differentiation occurs in what Daniel Magraw refers to as ‘contextual norms:’\textsuperscript{50} provisions that refer to the socio-economic context in which the treaty will be applied, and allow member States to take such considerations into account in their interpretation and implementation of international commitments. Contextual norms are often achieved through the insertion of qualifiers such as ‘reasonably,’ ‘equitably,’ and ‘within the limits of their capabilities’ in treaty articles. The Stockholm Convention is well stocked with
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contextual norms. Article 5 restricts unintentional production of POPs (for example, through air emissions of dioxins as side-effects of industrial production). The gold standard is for signatory countries to use best available techniques (BAT) in combating unintentional pollution. Article 5(f)(iii) clarifies that available techniques are ‘accessible to the operator and (...) developed on a scale that allows implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically and technically viable conditions, taking into consideration the costs and advantages’ (emphasis added). The reference to economic and technical viability constitutes a contextual norm, as options that are economically workable in the UK might not be in Benin. Additionally, most of the measures that are aimed to support the risk reduction commitments, such as those calling for public information, awareness raising and education (Article 10), and provisions on research, development and monitoring (Article 11), qualify that these endeavours should be carried out ‘within the capabilities of the Parties.’ Article 11(2)(c) pushes the envelope further in the direction of formal differentiation by stipulating that member States must ‘within their capabilities, take into account the concerns and needs, particularly in the field of financial and technical resources, of developing countries and countries with economies in transition and cooperate in improving their capability to participate.’ The participation of developing countries must be fostered both in the development of international research, data collection and monitoring programmes and networks (Article 11(2)(a)), and in ongoing national and international scientific research (Article 11(2)(b)). Article 11 introduces an expectation that developed countries will support and enable other Convention signatories to fulfill their commitments, if necessary through financial and technical contributions. Thus, we have arrived at the most explicit, and most advanced form of CBRD in international environmental law: the expectation of financial and technical assistance from the developed to the developing world.

Provisions on financial and technical assistance are an increasingly widespread application of CBDRs. In the context of POPs, they feature prominently in Articles 12 to 14 of the Convention. A first point to observe is that Articles 12 and 13 allude to a tit-for-tat strategy which conditions the implementation of Convention requirements by developing countries upon effective support by developed countries. I preliminarily note that this structure contains the seed for the development of a contractual, or deregulatory response to hybridization, to which we will return later. Article 12(1) on technical assistance confirms: ‘The Parties recognize that rendering of timely and appropriate technical assistance in response to requests from developing country Parties and Parties with economies in transition is essential to the successful implementation of this Convention.’ Article 13(4) on financial assistance repeats that ‘the extent to which developing country Parties will effectively implement their commitments under this Convention will depend on the effective implementation by developed country

Parties of their commitments under this Convention relating to financial resources, technical assistance and technology transfer.'

As to the nature of the actual commitments, both Articles 12 and 13 give developed countries a clear legal duty to assist. After affirming a general obligation on Convention Parties to ‘cooperate to provide technical assistance,’ Article 12 continues that, for developed countries, this obligation \textit{shall} include, ‘as appropriate and as mutually agreed,’ technical assistance for capacity building. Other signatory States must offer assistance ‘in accordance with their capabilities.’ Article 13 on financial resources and mechanisms follows a similar structure by confirming each Party’s commitment to provide, ‘within its capabilities,’ financial support, and then firming up the obligation with regard to developed countries, which \textit{shall} provide new and additional resources to enable developing country Parties and Parties with economies in transition to meet the agreed full incremental costs of implementing measures which fulfill their obligations under this Convention as agreed between a recipient Party and an entity participating in the (financial) mechanism’ (emphasis added).\footnote{Article 13(2) SC.}

The compulsory nature of the provision is brought home by the subsequent subsection, which by contrast lays down that developed countries, and others in accordance with their capabilities, \textit{may} provide assistance through other bilateral, regional and multilateral sources (emphasis added).

Developed States bear the legal obligation to assist, but the fulfillment of this task is organized through collectively supported mechanisms, namely, the establishment of regional and subregional centres for technical assistance and the operation of a financial mechanism for financing. It is precisely the discrepancy between how responsibility is formally assigned, and how it is executed, that turns legal obligations into hybrid norms. For a full understanding of this phenomenon in the context of CBDRs, the following paragraphs explore the operationalization of technical and financial assistance in greater detail.

\textbf{Technical Assistance}

The provision of technical assistance under Stockholm will be organized primarily through a network of centres responsible for the regions and subregions of Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Central and Eastern Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean Region, and Western Europe and other regions.\footnote{The POPs Secretariat has received nominations for 11 covering the 5 regions, which will be reviewed and decided upon at the next COP. See http://www.pops.int/scrc/nomination/default.htm.} The regional and subregional centres (RSCs) should be legally independent from the hosting institution and from the Government of the country in which they are located.\footnote{Terms of Reference for Regional and Subregional Centres for Capacity Building and Transfer of Technology, Annex I to Decision SC2-2/9 in Doc. UNEP/POPS/COP.2/30.} Following the Terms of Reference decided upon by the second Conference of the
Parties (COP) in 2006,\textsuperscript{55} every RSC needs to establish a work plan to be reviewed and approved by the member countries in the region served by the RSC. The RSCs are also expected to report to ordinary COP meetings and answer to the COP for activities undertaken in pursuit of the Convention objectives. To assess their performance, the COP has adopted a set of performance evaluation criteria.\textsuperscript{56} These are of a rather generic, boiler-plate variety, though it is interesting to note that, in addition to obtaining concrete results in terms of capacity building and technological development, a successful centre is expected to manage its affairs efficiently, effectively, and transparently. Also, while GEF will undoubtedly be the RSCs’ chief source of funding (see below), RSCs are expected to identify additional financial resources and other donors to fund activities. In this context, the Guidance Document on Technical Assistance identifies intergovernmental organizations, developed countries through their bilateral development agencies, NGOs and civil society, and research institutions and universities as potential sources of assistance.\textsuperscript{57} The Document further exhorts the RSCs to identify synergies with other MEAs, including the Rotterdam Convention,\textsuperscript{58} the Basel Convention,\textsuperscript{59} and the Montreal Protocol.\textsuperscript{60}

To obtain funding for their work programme, the primary port of call of the RSCs is the financial mechanism.\textsuperscript{61} Article 14 appoint the Global Environment Facility (GEF) as the interim financial mechanism under the POPs Convention. RSCs submit project proposals to GEF, including \textit{inter alia} a workplan, a budget, an evaluation plan, information on additional sources of funding, and a letter of endorsement from the intended beneficiary countries.\textsuperscript{62} This arrangement has two important implications. First, it means that in many instances the applicant to the financial mechanism for funding under the Stockholm Convention will not be the beneficiary country, but an independent regional or subregional centre. Thus, the effectiveness of developing countries in meeting their obligations under the Convention will be strongly influenced by the RSC’s success in securing funding. Second, it implies that developed countries’ obligations regarding technical and financial assistance are intimately linked, as the quality of technical assistance provided crucially hinges on the sufficiency of funds and the smooth operation of the financial mechanism, to which we now turn.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Financial assistance under the POPs Convention is about as far removed from simple one-to-one contributions between developed and developing countries as possible. Instead, funding is channeled through a complex institutional network that needs to internalize an impressive variety of operating procedures and rules of practice.

For the foreseeable future, GEF is entrusted with the organization of financial assistance under the Stockholm Convention. GEF, as much a brainchild of the sustainable development discourse as CBDRs, was established as a multilateral trust fund in the early ‘90s by the World Bank as its ‘green branch.’ Its first mission was to organize contributions to fund the implementation of the recently negotiated UNFCCC and Biodiversity Convention. In its brief but turbulent history, GEF has seen its mission expand to six focal areas: biodiversity, climate change, international waters, land degradation, ozone layer protection, and now POPs. The funding of GEF is organized through large replenishments drives, which take place every three to four years. The level of contribution pledged by each donor country is subject to intense political negotiation between the 165 members of the GEF Participant Assembly. Donor countries make overall contributions to GEF, which the GEF Council then allocates to focal areas. The POPs focal area currently receives about ten per cent of the GEF budget. The GEF Council, consisting of 18 beneficiary and 14 donor countries, is also the body that approves or rejects applications for funding. Unanimity in decision-making is favoured, but in the absence of a consensus the Council falls back on a double majority rule, conditioning approval on a positive majority in the Council representing at least 60 per cent of all contributions. In its decision-making, the GEF Council is informed by resource allocation criteria, which are set out in the Resource Allocation Framework adopted by the GEF Council in 2005. The Framework, the adoption of which was strongly endorsed by donor countries, especially the USA, links the award of GEF resources to a country’s potential to generate global environmental benefits, as well as its performance, both in terms of delivery of environmental outcomes and adherence to good governance standards.
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In determining funding for POPs projects, GEF must furthermore take into account the guidance offered by the Stockholm Convention COP. A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the COP and the GEF Council asserts that GEF funding decisions must be taken in accordance with ‘policy, strategy, programme priorities and eligibility criteria established by the COP.’ Thus, funding requests undergo a ‘double vetting’ process; one according to internal GEF criteria, and a second with reference to COP criteria. Moreover, if a Stockholm member State considers that a GEF decision regarding POPs clashes with the decision-making criteria set out by the COP, the latter will consider the complaint and, if appropriate, engage in an exchange with GEF to discuss the funding approval or rejection. Ultimately, the COP may decide to ‘request GEF to propose and implement a course of action to address the concerns regarding the project in question.’

In addition to guidance on project selection, the COP has committed to supplying GEF with assessments of the funding needs for effective implementation of the Convention which, one assumes, should inform GEF Council decisions relating to the percentage of the GEF budget to be allocated to POPs. Decisions about whom will perform the assessments are still pending. At the 2007 COP, several member countries opined that the POPs Secretariat might lack the necessary expertise and that, therefore, the assessment should be performed by an independent expert.

The COP also undertakes to review the effectiveness of the financial mechanism. The review exercise will be facilitated by regular reports that the GEF Council has committed to provide to the COP pursuant to the MoU. The MoU further calls for the Convention Secretariat and the GEF Secretariat to communicate, cooperate and consult each other regularly. In particular, the Convention Secretariat will be invited to comment on project proposals that GEF is considering within the POPs focal area. As to the performance review of the financial mechanism, it will be conducted by an independent evaluator, who will assess GEF’s effectiveness against a series of benchmarks articulated by the COP. These include: the responsiveness of GEF to guidance, recommendations and decisions emanating from institutions operating under the Stockholm Convention; the transparency and timeliness of the project approval process; the adequacy and availability of funding; and the level of stakeholder involvement. Interestingly, one of the performance criteria refers to the findings and recommendations of the GEF Office of Monitoring and Evaluation and the Facility’s Third Overall Performance Study, thus incorporating GEF’s internal assessment mechanism into the Stockholm Framework.
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CBDRS AS HYBRID NORMS

To understand the hybrid nature of the technical and financial obligations, and their impact on the integrity of the Convention, a comparison with the Convention’s risk reduction norms is most instructive. The latter are mandatory, reasonably precise, clearly determined, and imposed on all Convention member States. National implementation is fostered by the development of guidance documents and national implementation plans (NIPs). Member countries are required to draw up and submit NIPs that detail the steps, including the adoption of legal and regulatory measures, to secure compliance with the Convention’s risk reduction objectives. The NIPs facilitate implementation, both by setting out a structural approach or road map toward implementation for the benefit of member countries, and by improving opportunities for accountability. Moreover, implementation will be backed up by a non-compliance mechanism, foreseen under Article 17 of the POPs Convention. The establishment and organization of the non-compliance mechanism is currently under negotiation, but it will most likely adopt a gradual enforcement approach, going from informal negotiation and facilitation of non-compliant parties to formal determinations of infraction by a non-compliance committee authorized under the Convention. All together, the risk reduction provisions amount to a set of rules that is about as close to ‘hard law’ as norms get in an international environmental treaty context.

The situation is different for Articles 12 and 13. On the one hand, there can be no doubt about the intention of the Parties to present the Convention’s provisions on technical and financial assistance as binding legal obligations rather than moral expectations. The language of Articles 12 and 13 is uncompromisingly imperative. The mandatory nature of the contributions expected from developed country Parties is further underscored by the distinction Article 13 makes between developed countries, that ‘shall provide new and additional financial resources’ (emphasis added), and other Parties, that are expected to contribute within their capabilities. Furthermore, as part of their reporting duties Stockholm member States must include information on implementing measures regarding technical and financial support in their NIPs. Admittedly, the data provided under this heading by developed countries tends to be very succinct. Regarding contributions to the financial mechanism, for example, several States confine themselves to reporting the overall sum of contributions pledged to GEF. Nonetheless, the expectation to include information on Articles 12 and 13 in the NIP is another confirmation that CBDRs are considered binding.

74 See [Non-Compliance] [Compliance] Procedures under Article 17 of the Stockholm Convention, Annex to Decision SC-3/20 in UNEP/POPS/COP.3.30.
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76 Eg, NIPs submitted by Australia, France, and Germany. The Japanese NIP is altogether silent on technical and financial assistance. See http://www.pops.int/documents/implementation/nips/submissions/default.htm.
On the other hand, several factors mitigate the image of CBDRs as genuinely binding norms. Breaches of Article 13 are not covered by the impending non-compliance mechanism. The draft Decision on non-compliance asserts that the mechanism is intended to complement the support offered through the financial mechanism. This is in line with older MEAs such as the Montreal Protocol, which also exclude financial assistance from the remit of the enforcement mechanisms. The case is less clear for the technical assistance requirement, however the close ties between technical and financial assistance illustrated in the previous section reduce the likelihood of Article 12 being the subject of a non-compliance procedure. Moreover, even if it were the Convention’s intention to subject Articles 12 and 13 to the forthcoming non-compliance mechanism, it is difficult to see how this would be practically accomplished given the institutional and operational structure of the financial mechanism. Accountability for failure to provide sufficient technical and financial assistance is not easily traced back, let alone attributed to individual Convention Parties, which are the only entities over which the envisaged POPs non-compliance committee will have authority. Technical and financial support are channeled through a transnational, multilateral and interdependent network connecting a variety of public and private actors, including POPs member States, GEF, RSCs, NGOs working with RSCs, financing mechanisms operating in the remit of alternative MEAS such as the Basel Convention, etc. The effectiveness of technical and financial support is determined by an interplay of decisions and circumstances surpassing the capacity and authority of individual actors within the network. The availability of resources for capacity building in, say, Vietnam does not only depend on the level of funding pledged to GEF by individual developed countries, or even by the collectivity of developed countries subjected to the Stockholm Convention; it just as much hinges on the GEF Council’s determination of the percentage of overall funds to be assigned to the POPs focal area, on GEF decision-making on individual project applications submitted by Vietnam or by the Asian sub regional centre (in China) and, in that case, on the latter’s effectiveness in preparing projects, identifying additional funding sources and extracting firm commitments from them, and executing capability building projects.

The existence of a heterarchical implementation network multiplies and diffuses accountability. To an extent, the network could be seen as creating an accountability surplus. In addition to reviewing the performance of member countries, the POPs Convention bodies engage in direct exchanges with GEF and the RSCs, check their performance with reference to pre-established performance criteria, and if appropriate identify weaknesses and issue recommendations for improvement. Such direct accountability does not occur under conditions where
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MEA member countries are ‘jointly and severally’ accountable for implementation. Traditionally, domestic implementing bodies are accountable to the State, but are shielded from direct international scrutiny and sanction. A further consideration is that the performance criteria drawn up by the Convention bodies for transnational institutions such as GEF and the RSCs increasingly emphasize the need for transparency and stakeholder involvement in decision-making, thus establishing or solidifying lines of accountability between transnational public authority and civil society.

Yet, in other ways the network suffers an accountability deficit. The POPs COP may have a broader portfolio of institutions to engage with, but its tools effectively to control them are limited. As to the accountability of POPs member States, it is prohibitively difficult – not to mention politically foolhardy – for an international body such as the COP to make legitimate value judgments about the adequacy of funding pledged by individual countries. Hence, Member State accountability for compliance with Articles 12 and 13 is marginal at best. Incidentally, a similar observation can be made in the context of GEF’s relation with its donor countries. The GEF Council obviously does not have the authority to determine minimum contribution levels for each country and, more importantly, has very limited means to police failure to transmit pledged funds.\(^{81}\) The accountability of GEF itself, and of the RSCs, vis-à-vis the Convention bodies is also constrained. In policing the performance of GEF or the RSCs, the POPs COP can either issue recommendations to GEF or to the RSCs, as provided in the Memorandum of Understanding between GEF and the COP and in the Terms of Reference on the Establishment of RSCs, or terminate the relation between the designated financial mechanism or regional centre and the Convention. The former may not have enough bite effectively to influence the modus operandum of the financial and technical institutions, the latter is most likely too disruptive to contemplate in any but the most extreme cases of compliance failure. What is missing is the middle section of the enforcement pyramid.\(^{82}\)

Finally, the language and logistics of CBDR norms must be understood within the financial contribution culture where they find application. Historically, technical and financial contributions for green development were understood as an act of goodwill on the part of developed countries, and this view dominates to this day. Contributions to GEF, and other multilateral environmental mechanisms such as the 1972 UNEP Environment Fund, were of a completely or predominantly voluntary nature.\(^{83}\) This, of course, explains the relative powerlessness of GEF vis-à-vis defaulting contributors (see above). In the GEF context, fairness considerations that motivate contributions allude to burden
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sharing, echoing a general idealistic message that those who can do good, should
do good, rather than to the legal, contractual notion of a duty to repay developing
countries for either suffering the transboundary consequences of pollution, or for
over-exploitation of the global commons. The perceived voluntariness of GEF
funding is still pervasive in the terminology that surrounds GEF. The POPs
Convention may express itself in mandatory terms, but the language of both the
POPs guidance documents and GEF documents is one of ‘donor countries,’ ‘aid’
and ‘support.’ The USA which, although its share has relatively declined over the
past seven years, is a key contributor to the GEF fund,\textsuperscript{84} frequently underlines the
voluntary character of its donations.\textsuperscript{85} In sum, the strong CBDRs of the
Stockholm Convention are formally binding norms that fall outside the purview of
the envisaged non-compliance mechanism, that give rise to multiple and diffuse
accountability, and that operate within an environment of voluntariness rather
than obligation.

Articles 12 and 13 fall short by some way of the conventional definition of
‘hard law,’ which requires precision, or at least the potential for precision, and the
delegation of authority for the interpretation and implementation of the norm,\textsuperscript{86}
which in turn implies enforceability with a credible threat of coercion. However,
simply to cast the Convention’s CBDRs as soft law\textsuperscript{87} by default is not a
satisfactory response since, in my view, this qualification seriously underplays the
express intent of the Convention Parties to make the commitments binding, and
to have them accepted as such. It also underplays the counterbalancing impact of
having several avenues for accountability which, although not amounting to a
threat of State coercion, does increase the Convention bodies’ opportunities for
control. The norms are neither hard nor soft; they contain elements of both.\textsuperscript{88}
They are, in other words, hybrid. Thus, the regular integration of CBDRs within
binding MEAs, the increasingly frequent inclusion within CBDRs of developed
country commitments to technical and financial contribution, and the growing
propensity of contracting States to express these commitments as formally
binding, result in the hybridization of international environmental law.

\textbf{THE FUTURE OF HYBRID NORMS}

The identification of CBDRs for technical and financial assistance, and by
association of the international agreement in which they are located, as hybrid
norms is the outcome of an analytical exercise. Whether it is also the diagnosis of a
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problem is a different question. It is certainly plausible to argue that the hybrid nature of international environmental law is, itself, a pragmatic response to the careful balance that must be struck between developing countries’ call for mandatory contributions in exchange for their allegiance to MEAs’ environmental risk reduction objectives, developed countries’ interests in publicizing their willingness to contribute, and on the other hand their apprehension about being held to previously made commitments that, in light of changed economic circumstances, are no longer achievable. Also, in terms of output, at first sight the financial mechanism ‘delivers.’ Between 2001 and 2004, GEF funded more than US$ 141 million POPs projects, with co-financing of US$ 91 million, and funding under the fourth replenishment cycle amounts to US$ 300 million. Opinions on what such numbers represent are however divided, with some authors arguing that GEF is a crucial contributor to environmental improvement in the focal areas within its mission, and others depicting GEF support as paltry. Similar divisions characterize the Stockholm COP meetings, and will probably continue to do so at least until the POPs Secretariat manages to produce assessments of needed funds that are credible and find broad-based acceptance among developed and developing country parties to the Convention. For the time being, justifications of the hybrid nature of the POPs Convention on the basis that ‘it works,’ are premature.

More problematically, the mix between ‘hard law’ and hybrid provisions in the Convention is the most likely cause of obstruction to the agreement on a planned enforcement mechanism. As mentioned before, Article 17 of the Stockholm Convention foresees the development of a non-compliance mechanism, but its establishment is proving unexpectedly difficult, particularly when taking into account the broad-based support the Convention enjoys. In spite of the expressly stated intention of COP-3, and notwithstanding drawn out negotiations within the Working Group on Non-compliance continuing right until the closure of proceedings, the COP failed to adopt a non-compliance mechanism at its Third Meeting in Dakar last year. In this context, it is useful to recall Andrew Guzman’s theory of the conditions under which treaty member States will or will not sign up to credible enforcement mechanisms. Briefly, if the advantages of Convention parties A to Y being policed by an enforcement mechanism outweigh or at least equal the risk for party Z of itself being subjected to the enforcement
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mechanism, Z will have an incentive to sign up. If, on the other hand, Z considers
that the risk of facing a non-compliance procedure is greater than the predicted
benefits of A to Y being held accountable for non-compliance, Z has an incentive
to opt out. Following Guzman, the tribulations surrounding the adoption of the
Stockholm non-compliance mechanism may well be indicative of developing
countries’ awareness that two pivotal obligations imposed on the developed
member countries will not be policed through the mechanism, which vitally affects
the risk/benefit assessments contracting parties make when deciding on the
adoption and terms of an enforcement mechanism. Observations in the Report on
COP-3, noting that ‘for many countries, the issues of technical assistance and
compliance are closely linked’ and that, within the Non-Compliance Working
Group, ‘some representatives had strongly favoured the inclusion of a reference to
common but differentiated responsibilities; others, while voicing support for that
principle in general, questioned its inclusion in the proposed procedures,’ lend
further support to the argument that the hybrid nature of the CBDRs is putting
pressure on agreements about enforcement.

One possible reply is that, even if we accept the connection between hybrid
norms and enforcement strategies, this does not make hybrid norms significantly
problematic. Enforcement and dispute resolution mechanisms, it has been said,
are not particularly relevant for international law, and international environmental
law in particular. Compliance is fostered through coordination, facilitation and
transnational management, rather than through the threat of condemnation and
enforcement. Moreover, in MEAs that do have a functioning non-compliance
mechanism, the impact has arguably been very small. While deserving, such
observations do not, in my opinion, dispose of the issue. Solid evidence on
compliance with international agreements is hard to come by, but what data there
is, suggests ample room for improvement. Marc Pallemaerts’ detailed study of the
international legal regime governing trade in toxic substances, pesticides and toxic
waste paints a bleak picture of the member countries willingness to comply. In
Engaging Countries, Edith Brown Weiss and Harold Jacobson reach a similar
conclusion that, particularly for international treaties governing biodiversity
protection, non-compliance by developing countries is a common occurrence.
Arguably the most compelling indications of the weak compliance pull of
transnational environmental agreements come from the European Union. In spite
of the relative homogeneity of the participating countries, and notwithstanding of
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the high level of credibility and determinacy of the EU legal regime, Member State non-compliance with EU environmental prescriptions is a persistent and pervasive problem.\textsuperscript{98} Given the likelihood of severe compliance deficits, it would be irresponsible to dismiss the contributions of enforcement mechanisms, however modest, offhand. Moreover, the challenges that hybrid norms pose to the development of enforcement mechanisms are not a self-standing problem, but are symptomatic of a deeper and more significant concern over the normative equivalence between ‘hard law’ provisions and hybrid norms. If we take CBDRs seriously as instruments to balance out rights and responsibilities between the rich and the poor, this concern, too, should be taken seriously.

Lastly, hybridization in its current form is problematic when we consider law’s communicative role. The adoption of laws and regulations, whether domestic or international, inform the public about governmental policies and priorities, arguably in a more reliable way than election programmes and manifestos. Thus, they are an instrument of public accountability. Here, the formally binding character of hybrid norms risks misleading civil society about the true extent of their governments’ commitments, as it is only when we plunge down the rabbit hole and follow the trails of the implementation network that the hybrid nature of CBDRs becomes entirely clear. In an age where transparency and inclusiveness have matured into the primary pillars of good governance,\textsuperscript{99} law can no longer be the province of a select group of cognoscenti, but must aim to communicate its means as well as its ends effectively and accurately.

How then can we respond to the hybrid nature of international environmental law and overcome the identified tensions? This article identifies three possible responses: strengthening member State accountability; reinforcing the contractual nature of MEAs; and extending formal accountability to non-State actors. It is argued that the Stockholm Convention contains traces of all three approaches in embryonic form. The discussion below indicates what mature developments of each approach would look like, and gauges the challenges ahead.

**STRENGTHENING MEMBER STATE ACCOUNTABILITY**

An obvious first response to the discrepancy between formal State responsibility for technical and financial assistance and the multiple and diffuse accountability within the implementation network would be to tilt the scales back in favour of individual member State accountability. Theoretically, Convention Parties could determine specific and quantified requirements for technical and financial assistance on a country-by-country basis, and subject these requirements to a treaty-based non-compliance mechanism. In this way, CBDRs would acquire the same ‘hard law’ status as risk reduction obligations, which in turn would send assurances to developing countries that they have as much to gain as to lose from
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a strict enforcement strategy. It would also be an incontrovertible signal that developed countries do, indeed, take differentiation seriously.

The challenges in accomplishing individual member State accountability are, however, formidable. Even leaving aside speculation on whether developed countries would enter into MEAs if they could effectively be held to contribution commitments, --which leads towards endless discussions on whether it is better to have a flawed MEA than none -- strengthening member State accountability would first of all necessitate the development of a separate financial mechanism for the administration of Convention CBDRs, since the determination of fixed sums for, in this case, POPs risk reduction is difficult to reconcile with the GEF’s internal decision-making dynamics on overall replenishment and allocation to focal areas. Article 14 of the Stockholm Convention, it should be noted, does provide the option of a dedicated financial instrument, although this is unlikely to be taken up in the foreseeable future. Second, Convention parties would need to tackle the fraught task of setting State-based technical and financial commitment standards. Should countries contribute according to their capabilities and, if so, how are those most accurately measured? Should past and/or present contribution to POPs contamination be a factor, or should contributions alternatively be determined on the basis of each Convention party’s willingness to pay? This question alone could keep intergovernmental negotiating committees occupied for decades. Finally, the Convention members would need to consider the difficult question of new treaty accessions. If developed countries must enable developing countries to meet ‘the full incremental costs of implementing measures,’ as stipulated in Article 13(2), each accession of a developing country should cause a re-negotiation of member State contributions. Conversely, accession of developed countries should trigger a downward adjustment. This would create an enormous extra burden, however not adjusting member country contributions might deter developing countries from joining at a later date, and might incentivise developed countries to engage in a game of chicken and hold off accession or ratification until member country contributions have been determined.

**REINFORCING THE CONTRACTUAL NATURE OF MEAS**

Instead of subjecting technical and financial assistance provisions to a non-compliance mechanism, Convention parties might relax application of the mechanism to the risk reduction and ancillary obligations listed in the treaty. This could result in the across-the-board transformation of the POPs Convention into an instrument of *de facto* soft law. Less drastically, member countries might opt only to police those implementation measures in developing countries that have been supported by technical and financial assistance. In this scenario, the Convention structure is effectively reduced to a shell for the organization of
transnational contractual relations in which the collectivity of developed countries would ‘buy compliance’ from developing countries, through the brokerage of GEF and the RSCs. This approach promises to be easier to administer than the first. To an extent, the Stockholm Convention already contains the seed of a contractual structure in the tit-for-tat clause of Article 13(4). Also, the repeated suggestions about connecting non-compliance to technical assistance seem to advocate a conditional approach to enforcement.

On the other hand, the risk reduction obligations are currently expressed in universal terms, and warrant against interpreting Article 13(4) as a mechanism to absolve developing states from the duty to comply. A fully contractual approach would therefore require a careful rewording of the treaty language to express the conditional nature of member State obligations. More problematically, however, it would remove even the theoretical possibility of achieving environmental goals through international law; the environmental impact of MEAs is no longer dependent on the risk reduction obligations they contain, but on the vibrancy of the markets that develop under their remits. Moreover, the contractual approach is at odds with the notion of ‘commonality’ encapsulated in the concept of common but differentiated responsibilities, as it implies that developing countries have no autonomous responsibility towards environmental protection beyond what developed countries pay for.\textsuperscript{102} The normative acceptability of this message is highly dubious.

**Strengthening the Accountability of Non-State Actors**

A third response to hybridization in international law is to strengthen the accountability of the variety of actors within implementation networks vis-à-vis the Convention bodies and in their relation with civil society. In the framework of the Stockholm Convention, this is the direction in which most progress has been made. We recall the reporting, assessment and review provisions that structure the relations between the POPs COP, GEF and the RSCs, and the inclusion of transparency and inclusiveness requirements among the criteria against which GEF and RSC performance is measured. The possibility for review of project decisions made by the GEF Council following a complaint could be a first building block in the development of an appeals procedure, and the option of calling in experts to conduct the performance assessments could be a first step towards the delegation of interpretative authority. However, existing accountability arrangements are still rudimentary, mostly internal, and only leave a narrow choice between policing instruments that are either too feeble or too blunt. To overcome the accountability deficit, we must wade into the still mostly uncharted territory of structuring what Kingsbury et al. have termed ‘the global administrative space.’\textsuperscript{103} This implies the development and confirmation of international administrative and
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adjudicatory authority under the auspices of which the performance of actors in implementation networks can be independently assessed, stakeholder complaints can be reviewed, and conflicts between implementing bodies can be resolved.

The burgeoning corpus of EU administrative law could serve as an example of a transnational regime for the governance and regulation of both States and non-State actors that are jointly (though not severally) responsible for the implementation of hybrid norms.\textsuperscript{104} EU administrative law contains normative principles for sound decision-making,\textsuperscript{105} it recognizes mechanisms for administrative review (for instance, through the office of the EU Ombudsman),\textsuperscript{106} and lays down avenues for the adjudication of disputes before the European Courts. However, the example of the EU is also indicative of the level of transnational integration required to support the development of a global regime of multi-actor accountability for the implementation of hybrid norms in MEAs. The creation of an independent, internationally acceptable and authoritative mechanism for administrative review and adjudication may be beyond what is presently achievable or desirable in the context of international environmental law. Finally, the EU example also cautions that international authority, once enshrined, is tenacious and itself difficult to control. The establishment of an international administrative review mechanism may boost the accountability, and hence legitimacy, of the actors in the implementation network, but it does not really solve the accountability deficit as much as shifting it to a different, more centralized level that is even farther removed from public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{107} Inevitably, the creation of new guardians raises old questions.\textsuperscript{108}

**CONCLUSION**

Hybrid norms are formally expressed as having the same status as other ‘hard law’ provisions adopted within a treaty context, but differ from the latter in terms of enforceability. The hybrid norms identified in this article are developed countries’ obligations to offer technical and financial assistance to developing countries, as part of their common but differentiated responsibilities under international environmental law. Increasingly, differentiation includes requirements to offer such assistance, and there is a growing consensus that this obligation does not only


create a moral, but also a legal imperative. Hence, it is likely that future MEAs will also display a level of hybridization. Moreover, processes of globalization fuel the emergence of transnational non-State institutions that assume an increasingly visible profile in the negotiation and implementation of international agreements in areas beyond environmental protection. Wherever institutional differentiation occurs with regard to the implementation of formally binding norms within an international agreement, hybridization will be the result. On the positive side, hybrid norms offer a pragmatic response in situations where States want to confirm their intention to be bound by a treaty obligation, but effectively depend on the cooperation of others to fulfill this commitment. More challenging are the pressures that hybridization places on the development of compliance mechanisms, and on the reliability of treaty documents as instruments of communication with civil society.

The final sections of this article identified three modes of response. The first, to boost the accountability of the State, is an essentially conservative response in that it aims to reclaim international law as the province, and the sole responsibility of the nation State. The second, to reinforce the contractual nature of MEAs, is an application in the environmental context of a ‘lowest common denominator’ or deregulatory approach, as this response aims to adjust the enforceability of the treaty’s ‘hard law’ provisions downwards rather than pushing the enforceability of hybrid norms upwards. The third option, to develop the accountability of non-State actors, could be labeled an administrative, or global administrative response, as it fosters the development of transnational regimes for the regulation, control and sanctioning of non-State actors in implementation networks. Of the three contemplated approaches, only the administrative response enables treaty parties to retain the formally binding character of hybrid norms without foregoing the support and flexibility of implementation networks. However, it does entail the establishment of yet another, highly centralized, level of regulatory authority that all too soon may face accountability and legitimacy deficits of its very own.